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President’s Message
MPRA 2012

This is the sixth year that the PRCA Malaysia is embarking on the Malaysia PR Awards
(MPRA) which is aimed at recognizing consultancies, campaigns and individuals that
define the cutting edge of work in the public relations arena in the country.

I am pleased to announce that this year, we had 35 finalists vying for top honours in
13 categories. This number is more than double of what we achieved at the inaugural
MPRA in 2007.
 
A total of three awards were handed out tonight and they are for Employee
Communications, Corporate Social Responsibility and Best Use of Digital. For the first
time in the history of the MPRA, the coveted Campaign of the Year award is shared by
two award winners who are also winners in the above individual categories.

The MPRA 2012 also handed out six Certificates of Excellence and 12 Honourable
Mentions. This is a great testament and lends credit to the kind of quality work that we,
the country’s public relations practitioners, do for our respective clients.

The esteemed panel of judges for the MPRA 2012 felt that while the submissions
excelled in execution, it lacked creativity and originality. The judges advised that while
addressing the client’s core needs is imperative, public relations practitioners need to
explore new outstanding approaches that would capture the hearts and minds of the
target audience.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the many individuals and
organisations for their contribution and support in making MPRA 2012 a success.
Among them are the panel of esteemed judges, sponsor organisations, as well as the
consultancies and corporations for getting their teams to participate by submitting their
entries.

I would also like to express my appreciation to the MPRA 2012 organising committee
for their tireless effort in ensuring the smooth running of this evening’s awards
presentation.

Thank you and heartiest congratulations to all winners of MPRA 2012.

Rozani Jainudeen
President, PRCA Malaysia

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012
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This year’s five judges come with diverse backgrounds and experience.
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Baxter Jolly
Baxter Jolly was appointed vice chairman Asia Pacific in February 2010. He is responsible for overall
leadership of regional practices and multinational client services. Baxter is also managing director of Weber
Shandwick Southeast Asia. He joined the firm in September 2005, as managing director of the Singapore
office.

Under his leadership, Weber Shandwick Singapore is today the largest and leading PR agency in Singapore.
The agency was awarded Outstanding Overall PR Consultancy of the Year at the PRISM Awards 2010. In
2009, the agency was named winner in the SABRE (Asia Pacific) Awards 2009 and IPRA Golden World
Awards 2009 in the financial communications category. In 2008, the firm was awarded a Stevie Award for
“Best PR Agency” globally by The International Business Association. In addition, the firm won a category
award for Best Financial campaign at the Asia Pacific PR Awards 2008 and two runner-up positions for
“Agency Head of the Year” and “Consultancy of the year”. He also led the firm to four awards at the Asia
Pacific PR Awards 2007, including Runner-up for "Consultancy of the Year".  In 2006, the firm was voted
the Number One agency for PR companies in Singapore by Marketing magazine. 

Prior to Weber Shandwick, Baxter was the managing director of GolinHarris Singapore, sister company
under the Interpublic Group to Weber Shandwick.  Before moving to Singapore, Baxter was executive director
of a boutique PR agency in Japan.  In that capacity, Baxter provided counsel to a number of multinational
clients based in Tokyo and Osaka.  From 1999 to 2002 Baxter led the corporate, travel and financial
practice at a leading international PR agency in Hong Kong. He began his consultancy career as a senior
consultant with Ludgate Asia (renamed Weber Shandwick) in Hong Kong in 1998.

He has provided counsel on communications issues for corporate and government clients and has
experience across a wide range of sectors including aviation, banking (retail and investment), consumer
lifestyle, entertainment, finance and investor relations, food and beverage, healthcare, hospitality, luxury,
technology and telecommunications, transportation and logistics, property and tourism.

Andy See
Andy is the founder and Managing Director of Perspective Strategies Sdn Bhd, a strategic communication
and issues management consultancy.  He has worked on assignments for companies in the energy,
oil & gas, banking & finance, FMCG and infrastructure development sectors. He is also involved in
conducting workshops, coaching sessions and media training for Heads of Government Departments,
CEOs as well as Industry & Corporate Spokespeople.

Andy started his career in PR consulting in 2001 when he joined international PR firm, Edelman Public
Relations Worldwide, attached to the corporate/ financial practice. Subsequently, he moved to a local PR
consultancy where he was the Director of Public Affairs and Business Development.

Prior to PR consulting, Andy worked for The Boston Consulting Group between 1997 and 2001 as an
Information & Research Specialist. He was also responsible for the firm’s marketing communication function
between 2000 and 2001.  

Andy holds an honours degree in Business Administration from Universiti Utara Malaysia. He is the Honorary
Secretary and Fellow of the Public Relations Consultants’ Association of Malaysia (PRCA Malaysia).

Outside work, Andy is actively involved in engaging young undergraduates. He sits on the Supervisory
Group of AIESEC in Malaysia, one of the world’s largest youth-run leadership organisation. Andy is also the
President of AIESEC Alumni Malaysia.
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Sashi Ambi
With a career in Journalism with media groups in Malaysia and Australia as well as Corporate
Communications consulting expertise with two leading Public Relations agencies, spanning more than 15
years representing clients such as BMW Group Malaysia, LVMH, Royal Philips Electronics Malaysia, ING
Insurance and Lenovo, Sashi Ambi is currently the Head of Corporate Communications at BMW Group
Malaysia.

He is responsible for the overall Communications and Stakeholder Relations initiatives for the premium
carmaker in Malaysia which comprise of the BMW, MINI and BMW Motorrad brands. Sashi also oversees
the Political Communications function for the Group in the country as well as the specialised Sustainability
Communications function, communicating the Group’s BMW EfficientDynamics and BMW ConnectedDrive
strategies in the country.

Joachim Rajaram
Joachim joined DiGi in February 2008, and is currently Head of Communications and Corporate
Responsibility.

Joachim has more than 16 years of experience in the field of public relations and communications. Prior to
joining DiGi he was Director of the Corporate and Technology Practice at Weber Shandwick Worldwide, and
before that with various local and multinational communications agencies in Malaysia.

As a communications consultant he has worked across various industry sectors, including
telecommunications and internet, FMCG, medical and healthcare, automotive, and financial services,
managing the communications needs of corporations like Microsoft Malaysia, MasterCard Worldwide,
Celcom, Maxis, Emirates, Carlsberg, KFC Holdings Bhd, and the Mayo Clinic, among others.

In his current role he oversees DiGi’s corporate, financial, marketing, CSR and internal communications
functions, and also leads all strategic corporate responsibility initiatives, encompassing key programmes
across the company’s focus areas of ethical and responsible business, empowerment through connectivity,
and climate change and environment.

Joachim holds a Bachelor of Law degree from the University of London, and lives in Kuala Lumpur with his
wife and daughter.

Datuk Wong Sai Wan
Wong Sai Wan is the Director of Special Projects with the Redberry Group, a media and entertainment group
that owns and operates some of Malaysia's most respected and relevant media properties. In his role, Sai
Wan oversees both both editorial and corporate matters.

Prior to this, Sai Wan was the Executive Editor of Star Publications (M) Bhd and was part of a six-man team
that manages The Star and Sunday Star newspapers as well as the digital editions. Besides being
responsible for the day-to-day running of the daily newspaper, he also managed the Daily Chilli.Com online
magazine as well as the Star iPad application.

Sai Wan held various positions in The Star from being the Staff Correspondent for the newspaper’s Seremban
bureau for eight years from 1986. He was then made the Assistant News Editor at its PJ HQ until he was
posted to Hong Kong in 2001 where he was the Editor, East Asia Bureau.

A self-confessed gadget freak, 51-year-old Sai Wan is also a golf-addict and plays to an official handicap of
15 (as of January 2011) and thus was also the de facto Editor of the StarGolf pullout in the Sunday Star.

In September 2010, he was conferred the Darjah Mulia Seri Melaka by the TYT Yang Di Pertua Melaka. The
award carries the title of Datuk.
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UNITING UNDER ONE BANNER
AMBANK (M) BHD
PERSPECTIVE STRATEGIES

 

AWARD 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AWARENESS CAMPAIGNCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY WEBER SHANDWICK

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY OF MALAYSIA

1. EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
2. CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

SITUATION ANALYSIS
Multiple sclerosis is a complex disease that attacks the central
nervous system which is made up of the brain, spinal cord and
optic nerves. Multiple sclerosis can often be challenging to
diagnose as no two people experience the same symptoms. The
most common symptoms include loss of sensation, blurring of
vision and problems with mobility and balance, with some patients
even being rendered unable to walk or speak. In Malaysia, the
prevalence of multiple sclerosis is 2 per 100,000 population, of
which only 60% are diagnosed and treated. While multiple
sclerosis is not as common in Malaysia, there is still an urgent
need to raise awareness on the disease given its unpredictability
and severity. In light of this, the Multiple Sclerosis Awareness
Campaign was born to encourage people to proactively seek
diagnosis and treatment.

OBJECTIVES

The following objectives were established for the Campaign:
• To commemorate World Multiple Sclerosis Day 2012 by hosting public
   education initiatives.
• To raise awareness of multiple sclerosis and its impact on the lives of patients.

TARGET/AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

The Multiple Sclerosis Awareness Campaign aimed to reach out to:
• The public at large to raise awareness on multiple sclerosis and get them to
   take action when faced with symptoms of multiple sclerosis.
• Multiple sclerosis patients to emphasize the importance of seeking optimal and
   effective treatment for a better quality of life.
• Healthcare professionals to raise awareness on an alternative treatment option
   for multiple sclerosis.
• The Government to lobby for funding or subsidization of multiple sclerosis
   treatment.

EXECUTION/TACTICS
The campaign was activated through several platforms – public events, media
engagements and a patient testimonial video – to reach out to the various
target audiences.

SITUATION ANALYSIS

The merger between two companies is not an easy journey as it
invariably entails changes to people, procedure and process, as
in the case when Ambank acquired MBF Cards in December 2012.
Uncertainties arising out of the merger, especially with regards to
job security, career advance and benefits, had to be addressed
together with the huge task of integrating people and operations
under one company. Further complexity arose from ‘marrying’ an
entrepreneurial-based, non-bank and monoline operations of MBF
Cards to a corporate-based financial institution.

OBJECTIVES

• Build understanding and rally support for the new company with its culture,
   brand and management team.
• Increase pride and confidence amongst affected senior management and
   employees.
• Encourage employees to embrace and execute change towards synergies.

TARGET/AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

The communication strategy needed to reach out to all 900 senior management
team and employees of both AmBank Cards and MBF Cards across Malaysia.

EXECUTION/TACTICS

• Regular updates: A newsletter was produced and designed on a biweekly
   basis featuring news on integration and synergy, new corporate brand and
   positioning as well as achievements and recognition; new CEO communicated
   via email plus customised response guide to ensure consistent and accurate
   messages.
• Building sense of inclusiveness by soliciting feedback and fostering
   engagement including pulse check interviews with feedback noted and
   addressed accordingly plus recognizing achievements via a ‘100 Day Merger
   Report’.
• Increasing leadership visibility with meet and greet sessions as well as
   walkabouts between senior management and employees, giving assurance
   that MBF Card employees are welcomed into the AmBank Group family.
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1. BEST USE OF DIGITAL
2. CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 
PHILIPS 50 SHAVES OF THE MODERN MAN
PHILIPS MALAYSIA SDN BHD
OGILVY PR

AWARD 

CAMPAIGN
CLIENT

CONSULTANCY

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

PRCA PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR 
AWARD 

While Philips Malaysia manufactures and sells an array of cutting
edge electric shavers for men, its product suite was relatively
unknown to the public. With research that a majority of Malaysians
use conventional razors, the client wanted to develop a fresh, new
way to convince the former to become acquainted with and make
Philips electric shavers their preferred option.The agency was
engaged to plan and execute a digital campaign that amplified the
positive experiences of shaving with its range of electric shavers, in
particular its hero product – the Philips AquaTouch shaver and
show consumers how easy it is to use.

SITUATION ANALYSIS

OBJECTIVES

• Grow the Facebook fan page from zero to 15,000 fans.
• Have 100 earned social media updates from social influencers.
• Gain 500,000 online impressions.
• Create 1,000 interactions for social engagement between Philips Malaysia
   and target audience.

TARGET/AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

Primary target audience of Malaysian males between ages 18 and 35, and
secondary group of Malaysian females above 21 who are considered
‘gift giving audience’

EXECUTION/TACTICS
• The campaign was a fully social and digital campaign using Philips-owned
   platforms and external earned platforms such as influential blogs and Twitter.
• Two phases were created with the first to spread buzz and awareness about
   the products by growing the Facebook community whilst engaging fans to
   reach out to friends to spread the word about the campaign and attract fans
   to the page.
• The second part was to encourage sharing, engage and reward fans
   including leveraging on the 10 influencers to carry and drive the campaign
   further through their popularity and relevance with their target audience.
• The influencer with the best review was rewarded a full ‘Modern Man’
   makeover with a celebrity stylist which continued to create conversations
   even after the campaign.

Leong Ming Chong
Managing Director/ Principal Consultant
MING, KH & ASSOCIATES SDN BHD

• Ming is the Managing Director and Principal Consultant of MING, KH &
   ASSOCIATES SDN BHD, a public relations consultancy co-owned and
   co-managed with K.H. Lim, a veteran pressman.
• Ming has over 30 years’ experience in management communications. After a
   seven-year prelude in advertising with JWT and Ted Bates, she found her true
   calling in PR Consulting. This was followed by work stints in Ogilvy & Mather
   Public Relations, Burson Marsteller and Publicis PR – 16 years in all – during
   which she developed a diverse portfolio of clients, ranging from brand
   positioning to product liability, and business-to-business marketing to crisis
   management. She headed Publicis PR for three years before co-founding
   MING-KH & Associates in 2001.
• In the process, Ming has also carved for herself a strong reputation as an
   expert in spokesperson training. Be it a personality, organisation or a product,
   it is Ming’s fervent belief that every piece of communication must be driven by
   a message strategy to enhance its perceived value.
• Ming likes to challenge the status quo and embrace change to move to the
   next level. A natural raconteur and lateral thinker, Ming digs deep with clients
   to unearth key messages to support convincing stories.
• With a strong belief in working and playing hard, Ming encourages her team
   to do the same.
• She travels to two new destinations yearly to absorb new experiences and
   takes a sabbatical every 10 years to learn a new skill. She has since lived
   and worked in England, China, USA and Trinidad & Tobago.
• Her aspiration: To exhibit her paintings, an impressionist style in acrylic
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CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
CONSUMER LAUNCH CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
2 A DAYCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY ARC WORLDWIDE

DUTCH LADY MALAYSIA

PRIORITY COMMUNICATIONS

CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
PRODUCT BRAND DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
THE NEW OFFICE - WORK ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ON ANY DEVICECAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY

MICROSOFT (M) SDN BHD

CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
PRODUCT BRAND DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
MALAKOFF POWERMAN ASIAN DUATHLON CHAMPIONSHIPCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY PERSPECTIVE STRATEGIES

MALAKOFF CORP BHD

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

Being installed in more than a billion PCs worldwide presents a unique challenge for Microsoft
when launching the ‘New Office’ which consists of the new Microsoft Office 2013 and also
Office 365, its new, cloud-based, online subscription service:

• How do we create an impactful launch for an almost ‘commoditized’ product that resides in
   the background of consumers’ consciousness;
• How do we drive public awareness on the launch of the New Office and romance its core
   product truth: allowing users to work anywhere, anytime, on any device;
• How do we change consumer buying behaviour from adopting single user licenses towards
   cloud-based subscription services.

Dutch Lady (Friesland Campina) wanted to up the ante and coincide the launch of their new
“2A Day Improved Formulation” milk pack with the celebration of their 5th annual World Milk
Day to increase awareness on the benefits of milk, as it was found that Malaysians do not
consume sufficient milk.

The objective was to spread the word on the goodness of milk and increase its consumption
amongst Malaysians by targeting parents, especially mothers who purchase and encourage
their children to drink more milk.

In 2002 Malakoff Corporation Berhad introduced Powerman Malaysia with the Powerman Series
being the pinnacle event for duathlon enthusiasts. While the triathlon is well known,
the run-bike-run duathlon was a relatively new and little known endurance sports in the region.

The challenge for Malakoff as title sponsor was to build a duathlete community in Malaysia by
creating interest in duathlons amongst the Malaysian public. Only with a strong duathlete
community, Powerman Malaysia stood a chance to become the region’s signature event for
duathlons while increasing brand equity for Malakoff as title sponsor.
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CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
MOMENTS THAT MATTER - BALL OF LIFECAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY BURSON-MARSTELLER

PFIZER SDN BHD

WEBER SHANDWICK

CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
PR1MA NATIONAL REGISTRATION SYSTEM LAUNCH CAMPAIGNCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY

PR1MA CORPORATION MALAYSIA

CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE 
HEALTHCARE: ETHICAL CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
AIM FOR BROADER COVERAGECAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY BURSON-MARSTELLER

PFIZER SDN BHD

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

The campaign was aimed at driving awareness for PR1MA and its various housing projects
amongst the public by shaping a positive perception towards PR1MA and driving online
registration for the PR1MA national registration programme.

The target audience for PR1MA is clear – Malaysian citizens aged from 21 years old, earning
between RM2,500 to RM7,500 a month, and do not currently own more than one property.
This specification represents approximately 50% of Malaysians who have yet to own a home.

Pfizer (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, in collaboration with parenting portals and healthcare group,
launched the educational programme, Aim for Broader Coverage - It’s as easy as ABC
Campaign which aims to create and sustain awareness on pneumococcal disease as well as to
empower parents to take action to protect their children against the illness. Joining the
collaborative effort is Malaysian singer, Dato’ Sheila Majid who reprises her role as the advocate
for the prevention of pneumococcal disease.

Aim for Broader Coverage, it’s as easy as ABC campaign, launched by consultant paediatrician,
Dato’ Dr. Musa Mohd Nordin from Damansara Specialist Hospital, and Dato’ Sheila Majid, saw
the forging of new partnerships with Asian Strategic Alliance for Pneumococcal Disease
Prevention (ASAP), Parenting2U, Pitter Patter and SJ Echo in future education and awareness
initiatives. The partnerships hope to rally the support of parents and the general public to sign
up for the call of action on the prevention of the pneumococcal disease.
The pledge is made available online at www.parenting2u.com.

Pneumococcal disease (PD) can affect people of all ages, but children younger than five and
adults who are 65 years of age and above, are at an increased risk. While it is life threatening,
it is under-recognised globally including amongst Malaysians where pneumonia is the most
common form of PD and one of the leading causes of morbidity amongst Asian adults.

The campaign aimed to generate greater awareness for PD amongst baby boomers and their
children plus healthcare professionals, that it was preventable with vaccination and helps
protect at-risk population. Together with the Lung Foundation of Malaysia, an educational
platform was developed.
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TECHNOLOGY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
DIGI WWWOW AWARDS 2012CAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY RANTAU PR

DIGI TELECOMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

HEALTHCARE: ETHICAL CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
FIGHT AGAINST ROTAVIRUS CAMPAIGNCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY GOLINHARRIS

GLAXOSMITHKLINE PHARMACEUTICAL SDN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

PRODUCT BRAND DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 
SWITCH FOR XTRA, NOT ALL FUELS ARE THE SAMECAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY PERSPECTIVE STRATEGIES

PETRONAS DAGANGAN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

HONOURABLE MENTION 

LAUNCH OF COLGATE OPTIC WHITECAMPAIGN
CLIENT

CONSULTANCY ESSENCE COMMUNICATION
COLGATE PALMOLIVE MARKETING SDN BHD

1. CONSUMER LAUNCH CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
2. BEST USE OF DIGITAL 

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

When a chic stylista dressed in a glossy red tube hailed bright white smiles as the season’s hottest
accessory, Malaysia’s fashionable set were sure to listen. Add in Nur Fazura—Malaysia’s most
stylish, brightest star with a powerhouse following on mainstream and online media —declaring this
product as her latest beauty essential, well, you’ve surely got everyone buzzing. Enter Colgate Optic
White.

Rotavirus is the most common cause of severe gastroenteritis (AGE), a form of acute diarrhoea in
infants and young children worldwide . In developing countries, first rotavirus infections usually occur
between 6 to 9 months of age, and 80% occur among infants less than a year old. Apart from
breastfeeding and ensuring good hygiene practices, the best way to protect babies from the disease
is with rotavirus vaccination.

The DiGi WWWOW Awards is Malaysia’s and only Internet For All awards, celebrating the
achievements of ordinary Malaysians online. The DiGi-initiated awards celebration is based on 100%
user-generated entries to showcase the incredible creativity, ingenuity and entrepreneurialism of
ordinary Malaysians using the Internet in extraordinary ways to inspire others.

The campaign was targeted at correcting the misconception that all petrols are equal and to persuade
motorists to switch to Petronas Primax 95 Xtra with a further challenge that its marketing and
promotion is regulated by the Government as RON95 is subsidized and price controlled.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 
MELAKA ART AND PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL (MAPFEST) 2012CAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY MERCATUS PLUS

MAPFEST - ART AND PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL MELAKA SDN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

1. PUBLIC AFFAIRS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
2. ENVIRONMENTAL CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 
GREEN SCHOOLS CAMPAIGN FOR MALAYSIANSCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY PERSPECTIVE STRATEGIES

CHECKMATE SOLUTIONS SDN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

TECHNOLOGY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 
LAUNCH OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS 8 - WINDOWS REIMAGINEDCAMPAIGN

CLIENT
CONSULTANCY PRIORITY COMMUNICATIONS

MICROSOFT (M) SDN BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 

HONOURABLE MENTION 

LBS CORPORATE REBRANDING EXERCISECAMPAIGN
CLIENT

CONSULTANCY KIM CHEW COMMUNICATIONS
LBS BINA GROUP BHD

CORPORATE BRANDING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

Challenged by market scenarios and consumer and commercial sentiment, Microsoft embarked on an
aggressive campaign to position Windows 8 as “Windows Reimagined” for a new lifestyle that will
bring consumers the ultimate no-compromise computing experience! The campaign kicked-off with a
sneak preview at the Windows 8 Regional Media Launch in Singapore attended by top-tier Malaysian
media and online influencers to create buzz and build anticipation for the launch of Windows 8 in
Malaysia.

Pushing for a more profitable position in a vibrant and uptrend property market in late 2011, property
developer LBS Bina Group Berhad (LBS) decided to enter a new market - the high-end property
segment. LBS embarked on an exciting new chapter by unveiling a brand new image, identity and
direction. LBS’ corporate rebranding exercise kicked into high gear in 2012.

A green plan to instal a 5kWp solar photovoltaic system each in 33 schools throughout Malaysia,
with the aim of building awareness for green and renewable energy as well as working with
Government ministries and going to the ground to educate teachers, parents and the communities.

MAPFest is an innovative and contemporary festival featuring dance, performance art, visual art, film
and music. The campaign was targeted to increase the number of stakeholders in the event and
promote it internationally with the aim of receiving financial support from Tourism Malaysia, plus
enhancing its branding as the largest and only site-specific art and performance festival at a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
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ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS BHD IPOCAMPAIGN
CLIENT

CONSULTANCY OGILVY PR
ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS BHD

HONOURABLE MENTION 
FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

HONOURABLE MENTION 

COMMUNITY SPORTS FOR ALL - THE MALAKOFF COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPSCAMPAIGN
CLIENT

CONSULTANCY PERSPECTIVE STRATEGIES
MALAKOFF CORP BHD

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

In 2012, Astro Malaysia was re-introduced to the local equity market as well as to foreign and local
institutional investors via an Initial Public Offering (IPO). The company that re-emerged following its
2010 privatization was a re-energised business that had benefited from significant investments and
growth. Ahead of its year end listing and on the back of an increasingly competitive media
landscape and heightened scepticism around the growth potential of media outlets, the company
needed to clearly communicate its roadmap for sustainable growth.

Malakoff  adopted community sports as part of its flagship CSR initiative  which includes running,
cycling and duathlons as these are sports that have a minimal barrier (by just having running
shoes and a bicycle) for entry. Malakoff has also incorporated a fundraising component in its
sporting initiative in which funds are raised and distributed to community-based charity
organizations.
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CATEGORY FINALISTS 

CONSUMER LAUNCH CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
 
CAMPAIGN Launch of Puteri Harbour Family Theme Park CLIENT Themed Attractions and Resorts Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY Weber Shandwick
CAMPAIGN KidZania Kuala Lumpur's First Year Anniversary Celebration CLIENT Themed Attractions and Resorts Sdn Bhd
CONSULTANCY Weber Shandwick

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
 
CAMPAIGN Chocolate Box PR CLIENT Orchan Consulting Asia Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY Orchan Consulting Asia Sdn Bhd

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY OF THE YEAR
 
CAMPAIGN Twin Towers Alive 2013 CLIENT Jojo Events o/b Petronas Motorsports CONSULTANCY Citrine One

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
 
CAMPAIGN Green Schools Campaign for Malaysians CLIENT Checkmate Solutions Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY Perspective Strategies
CAMPAIGN Pink Charity Run CLIENT Pantai Hospital Klang CONSULTANCY Perception Management

MALAYSIA PR AWARDS 2012

PRODUCT BRAND DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
CAMPAIGN Petrol Station - A Showcase of Dull to Style CLIENT Petronas Dagangan Bhd CONSULTANCY Perspective Strategies
CAMPAIGN Panadol 'Be Prepared' Campaign CLIENT GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY GolinHarris
CAMPAIGN Kenali Potensi Si Manja CLIENT Dutch Lady Malaysia CONSULTANCY Rantau PR
CAMPAIGN Oris Icons CLIENT Oris-Swiss Prestige Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY Mercatus Plus

HEALTHCARE: ETHICAL CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
CAMPAIGN Leap Campaign CLIENT Tropicana Medical Centre CONSULTANCY Perception Management

CORPORATE BRANDING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
CAMPAIGN Introduction to Sophie Paris to Malaysia CLIENT Sophie-Paris Malaysia Sdn Bhd CONSULTANCY Rantau PR
CAMPAIGN UOS - The University of Engineering  Excellence CLIENT University of Southampton Malaysia Campus CONSULTANCY Citrine One

FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR
 
CAMPAIGN CLIQ Energy Bhd Initial Public Offering (IPO) Exercise CLIENT CLIQ Energy Bhd CONSULTANCY Weber Shandwick



THE SPONSORS

Corporate Events Organizer Sdn Bhd (fondly known as CEO)
is an event management company established since 1993

with only one goal in mind. That is providing our clients with
the finest and most complete services available,
regardless the event is local or international.    
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Category Sponsor for Malaysia PR Awards 2012
Product Brand Development Campaign of the Year

Category Sponsor for Malaysia PR Awards 2012
Corporate Social Responsibility Campaign of the Year

Beverage Sponsor for Malaysia PR Awards 2012
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